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* You can also rent these facilities for your own tests and experiments!
   Our team will be on hand with help and advice.

Environmentally friendly compounds Plastic granules colouring

Individual Bratke compounds

Modification of plastics

High temperature compounds

Customized compounding

Conductive and
sliding plastics

In-house testing laboratory*

In-house technical centre*

Counselling and planning for
anything related to plastics

Toll compounding
and grinding

High availability due to a stock of about 2,000 tonnes
of the most varied technical plastics

Products and services we can offer you:

What we can do for you
Bratke Kunsto�echnik GmbH is a mid-sized company
specialised in compounding.
Thirty years of experience, commi�ed employees and our state-of-the-art laboratory with a technical centre 
make us a strong partner for entrepreneurs in the plastics industry.

Clients from thirteen countries around the world trust the quality of our product range, but also our innovative 
development work. We have made a name for ourselves in many industries, such as the automotive and electri-
cal industry, with our individual Bratke compounds.

We offer
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We are specialised in modifying and refining thermoplastics. We o�er our individual Bratke compounds in three 
di�erent quality standards. A�er production, you can even have your granules or test specimens undergo any 
testing you want directly in our in-house laboratory.

What we truly value:

Customer focus
Our customers' interests are our top priority. We o�er competent counselling services and implement your 
wishes as quickly as possible. Your deadlines are important to you - which is why we systematically ensure 
that your projects are carried out immediately. 

Innovation 
In order to keep our finger on the pulse of time, we invest significantly in training our employees and bet on 
leading-edge, mature technology. Optimising our products also plays an important role to us.

Together with our customers, we develop individual plastic solutions for the most varied purposes in our 
technical centre and have them tested in our laboratory within a narrow time frame. 

Reliability
As we value long-term partnerships, your satisfaction is a huge priority for us. Many of our customers and 
suppliers have already trusted us for decades. Bratke Kunsto�echnik GmbH has the necessary know-how 
to live up to high demands while also being flexible enough to react quickly. 

We can provide you with     -Granulate©®

in      varieties for       applications!
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What we do for the environment
A modern world without plastics is unimaginable.
However, this does not only entail profit-yielding times for the plastic processing industry, but also a great deal of 
responsibility. Crude oil is needed to make plastic. Extracting this valuable resource and the associated climate 
changes pose entrepreneurs before the challenge of meeting the high demand and at the same time work in an 
environmentally friendly and sustainable way. 

At Bratke Kunsto�echnik GmbH we consciously react to these changes and actively contribute to protecting the 
environment by investing in up-to-date production facilities. By using state-of-the-art technologies, we reduce 
environmentally harmful emissions and preserve our earth's natural resources. 

Recycled plastics no longer are a mere economic factor for producers. The industrial demand for these environ-
mentally friendly materials is on the rise.

Products with a "green" image are also quite fashionable among consumers. With our compounds made of recycled 
plastics, you too can opt for a green-minded solution. Bratke Kunsto�echnik GmbH o�ers compounds in di�erent 
compositions of recycled and original goods. Ask for our economy class products!

Why you can trust us
Our highly motivated team is made up of highly qualified employees that are always up to date with the newest 
technological developments through continuous training. Our team's combined know-how and harmonious colla-
boration are the cornerstone of our success. 

We have our company's certificates renewed on a regular basis and 
promptly implement revised standards.
Would you like to have further information on our plastic solutions? In that case, please do not hesitate to contact 
us! You will find information on many of the additional services Bratke Kunsto�echnik GmbH has to o�er in the 
accompanying information brochure.

       If you opt for our "Economy Class" products, you will actively
    participate in the protection of our environment and buy a
convincing product at a fair price.
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